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Dropping
Out
of HighSchool:
AnInsideLook
by Michelle Fine

In September, 1984, I began an ethnography of student life in and out of a
New York City public high school to
figure out why urban students drop out
of high school at such extraordinary
rates. By December, why urban students sti,.yin high school through graduation struck me as an equally compelling question.
Funded by the WT. Grant Foundation in New York City, I spent the fall
four days a week in one school: in the
deans' offices, the guidance office, attendance room, and in classes.
In spring of 1985, 30 students who
had been discharged over the past four
months and another 15 who left this
school four years ago were interviewed, primarily in their homes. A
survey was also mailed to 350
graduates, transfers, and dropouts from
the 1978-1979 cohort. I visited a
number of GED programs, a "pregnancy school ," and some private business "academies,"
attended the
school's Parents' Association executive and general meetings, and met with
representatives of a number of community-based organizations and dropout
prevention programs.
Everyone was fully informed of my
research interest and my role as observer in residence. Every teacher, administrator, paraprofessional, school
aide, and guard, with few exceptions,
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was warm, welcoming, and allo~ed me
to invade territories that many would
have been more exclusive about. I was
reminded repeatedly that university
professors know little about what "really" goes on in schools, and I now
know that to be true.
This school, like others, is a complex
institution filled with contradictions. In
many ways, as leftist scholars of education have argued before, 1 it reproduces
the very class, gender, and race-based
stratifications that prevail in the larger
society: the very inequities schools portend to undo. Infused with meritocratic
ideologies, competitive grading, tracking, and a pervasive, demoralized aF
titude that "students from that community don't have much of a chance," the
school perpetuates, for the most part,
the social inequities that constrain the
material opportunities and psychological visions of these teens .
But , at the same time , this school
generates from its Black and Hispanic
student body, from its largely white administration and teachers, and predominantly Black and Hispanic paraprofessional and aide staff some carefully crafted moments of and possibilities for liberatory education, critical thinking, and even empowerment.
One teacher drills students on grammar
with exercises including "Women in
Puerto Rico (is) (are) oppressed." A
biology teacher has students write creative essays on "my life as child of an
alcoholic" and then "my life as an alcoholic," despite her chairman's disapproval of the exercise. An English

teacher organized her initially passive
Regents Competency Test preparation
class into a writing support group, and
soon generated a quite animated and
energized collective . These teachers located the learning relationship inside
the life experiences of students and
created moments of critical, if atypical,
education.
These lower-income and workingclass students, as Willis and Everhart
have described,2 were by no means totally accepting in the face of teachergenerated culture. Clearly, some were
just passive, many compliant, and
others just disruptive. But , many
teachefi,- actively embraced and transformed their classrooms. Some altered
classroom practice, alone and together,
and generated questions rather than answers, opened rather than closed conversations, and introduced complexity
in place of simplicity.
'
For example, in early June, a teacher
structured an in-class debate on Bernard Goetz-New York City's "subway vigilante." She invited "those students who agree with Goetz to sit on
one side of the room, and those who
think he was wrong to sit on the other
side." To the large residual group who
remained mid-room the teacher remarked, "Don't be lazy. You have to
make a decision. Like at work you can't
be passive." A few wandered over to
the "pro-Goetz" side. About six remained in the center. Somewhat angry,
the teacher continued: "OK, first we'll
hear the pro-Goetz side ~nd then the
anti-Goetz side. Those of you who have
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no opinions, who haven't even thought
about the issue, you won't get to talk
unless we have time."
Deidre, a Black senior, bright and
always quick to raise contradictions
otherwise obscured, advocated the
legitimacy of the middle group. "It's
not that I have no opinions. I don't like
Goetz shootin' up people who look like
my brother, but I don't like feelin' unsafe in the projects or in my neighborhood either. I got lots of opinions. I
ain't bein' quiet cause I can't decide if
he's right or wrong. I'm talkin' ."
Deidre's comment legitimized for
herself and others the right to hold complex, perhaps even contradictory positions on a complex situation. Such
legitimacy was rarely granted by
staff-with
obvious exceptions of
those who imported politics from other
spheres of their lives, including the
Marxist historian, the feminist English
teacher, the paraprofessionals who
lived in central Harlem with--ilie ·kids
and understood and respected much
about their lives.
This article draws on life inside and
outside of this school filled with contradictory tensions and possibilities, as
a case for examining the dynamics of
the now popular "dropout problem."
Social and economic stresses experienced by these students, school-based
factors including pedagogy, policies,
and practices, as well as the collective
and individual psychologies of students
together contribute to the high rate of
students who leave high school without
a degree. The analysis relies upon life
in this school as a way of examining
how the act of dropping out, even if
intended as an act of social resistance,
ultimately reproduces and exacerbates
social inequities.
CALCULATING THE FIGURES
In 1983 it was determined that 73.9
percent of ninth graders in the United
States would complete high school. 3
Blacks and Hispanics are less likely to
graduate than are whites, and males and
females graduate at approximately
equal rates. Students in urban areas
graduate at rates approximating 50 percent, and social class remains the best
predictor of dropping out.
The New York State graduation rate
is approximately 66. 7 percent, and in
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1984 the New York City Board of Education estimated that 42 percent of its
ninth graders would drop out of high
school prior to graduation .4 Aspira
challenged the Board's figures and calculated that 68 percent of all high
school students, 72 percent of Black
students, and 80 percent of Hispanic
students drop out of New York City
schools. 5
To calculate this school's dropout
and survival rates, a cohort analysis of
1,221 ninth graders from 1978-1979
was followed through their school records. The analysis showed that 19.66
percent of the cohort graduated from
this school by June, 1985, and almost
all of these students applied to college.

Empowered teachers are
more likely to view
students holistically,
optimistically, and
compassionately, whereas
disempowered teachers
are more likely to
disparage, discredit, and
further disempower their
students.
Of the 1,221, 44 percent have been
discharged , and no records have been
sent since to another educational institution. Another 17.69 percent of
these students have transferred to
_another educational facility to which
records were sent (of these 29 moved
to Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, or Nicaragua, and 31 moved out
of state within mainland United States).
Seven percent were considered "not
found." Six percent entered GED programs and the remaining 5.65 percent
left with records sent to the military or
a private business school. Very few students received a terminal high school
degree. These adolescents, for the most
part, either dropped out or enrolled in
college.
To determine a dropout rate the "discharged no records sent" group was
combined with the "not founds," adding a generous estimate of 50 percent

of the transfers, military/business, and
GEDs who might graduate. A 66 percent dropout rate results from these calculations: a figure that is extremely
high for the country and the state, and
relatively high for the city. That the
rate is high represents a number of factors, including the fact that this school
is quite honest in its record keeping .
The administration does not maintain
"ghost students" on the register to increase revenues, and the school efficiently discharges students who have
been truant for 20 consecutive daysfollowing all legal guidelines.
This 66 percent figure is particularly
striking in contrast to the principal's
oft' heard claim that "80 percent of our
graduates go onto college." It is this
claim that sits at the central contradiction of the school. This school does
nurture, intellectually and emotionally,
those 20 percent who ultimately
graduate. One mother praised this
school for getting her daughter into college: "That's more than I can say for
the elite public high schools my other
children go to ." The problem is that
the 20 percen't who "make it" do so, in
part, at the expense of the 66 percent
who don't.
Two questions therefore arise: What
is the nature of the semi-autonomous
institutional life-limited
resources,
routine scheduling into remedial and
low-track classes, atypical honors
classes that "encourage me a lot, but I
know my brother in one of them general
classes and he just sleeps in his class
and gets sent to the dean"-that operates so that approximately 20 percent
"make it" while the remaining students
appear to "drop out" due to individual
inabilities?
And second, doesn't the collective
act of dropping out-even by students
like Leo who scored 1200 on the SATs
prior to his discharge and remarked,
"This school doesn't help me think, just
learn what teachers think is right" eventually reproduce precisely the
kinds of class, race, and gender stratifications schools promise to transcend?
THE CONTEXT FOR
DROPPING OUT
When one begins a discussion of why
students drop out of high school it is
necessary to place in context schooling
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in the larger sphere of economic and
social arrangements . Dropping out of
high school can be considered a problem only if one assumes that schooling
actually contributes to the educational
or social well being of students, and/or
that schooling and graduation credentials facilitate social mobility.
Many of these lower-income and
working-class students, however, see
little promise of a good job resulting
from a high school degree. Given the
Community Service Society analysis
that dropouts from the wealthiest regions of New York City experience a 42
percent employment to population ratio
compared to high school graduates
from the poorest sections who experience a 31 percent employment to population ratio, 6 these adolescents have
good reason to be suspect.
Daily they witness life in a city ravaged by the effects of advanced
capitalism marked by racism and
sexism. Even if they don't make the
connection, and most don't, their lives
are filled with bombed-out buildings in
their neighborhoods, high infant mortality rates, the presence of police and
arrests, age peers who drop out
routinely, deal in dope, and have children . They hear that an "improved
economic picture" means more whitecollar and upgraded service jobs, fewer
manufacturing positions, and a depleted housing market.
They live in a city in which 32 percent of children subsist in poverty, and
55 percent of children living in femaleheaded households subsist in poverty.
A city in which the appeal of the streets,
of quick money from "scramblin'you know, selling dope," is often more
tempting and perhaps more available
than legitimate work for comparable income, and where daily life is filled with
health, housing, and economic hassles.
But at the same time as they voice
cynicism, these adolescents also believe deeply in the need for a high
school degree, for the few jobs that are
available, and to prove "that I can do
something, not just be a failure." And
again they are right. Those without a
high school degree who live in the
poorest sections of the city suffer a 15
percent employment to population
ratio. The question is: would the employment to population ratio in these
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neighborhoods actually improve if all
these adolescents stayed in school
through graduation?
These adolescents drop out of high
school not only because of the ravages
of societal inequities, but because systematic features of school structures,
policies, and practices contribute significantly to the high dropout rate.
While "fixing" these policies and procedures will not alter the oppressive
arrangements that structure the society
and may not even dent the dropout rate,
public schools can not abandon their
obligation to enable and empower the
percent who, by coercion or choice,
are purged from schools .
THE SCHOOL STRUCT!JRE
As a comprehensive zoned high school,
surrounded by "theme" schools that can
set their own entry criteria, this school
enrolls a disproportionate number of
low-skill students. The mean reading
level of the entering students is 7 .0,
with math at 6.8, lower than any other
high school in Manhattan .7 The principal's policy of accepting "any child
who comes through the doors" reflects
a sincere commitment to city kids,
especially monolingual and bilingual
Spanish speakers who are served by
few public shoo ls. This policy, while
generous relative to other city schools,
promotes severe overcrowding. On register were 3500 students. Teachers'
lunch periods span from 9:45 a.m. until
2:00 p.m. The school day consists of

10 periods. One estimate holds that the
school operates at 144 percent capacity. 8
Fiscal constraints further compound
the effects of overcrowding. The 1985
Educational Priorities Panel analysis
indicates that comprehensive zoned
high schools have higher than average
student/teacher ratios, lower than average skills levels, and receive less fiscal
allocations than vocational schools.
Vocational high schools have class size
capped at 28 instead of 34, and 13 of
the 17 best funded high schools in the
city are vocational. 9 Public high
schools are reimbursed as a function of
the Curriculum Index, that is, the average number of courses taken per student
and not_per capita. As a consequence,
schools with low-skill students and
high truancy rates have no fiscal incentive to reduce class size or bring back
long-term absentees or truants. Schools
with high dropout rates are financially
punished rather than assisted in their
efforts to retrieve students.
This school also faces a profound
sense of disempowerment by teachers,
paraprofessionals, school aides, students, and parents. In chorus, although
not in harmony, they complain that
"nobody's listening to me." One
mother echoed others: "Those white
people don't respect me. Ifl go in there
and r~ise hell about my daughter,
they're only gonna get her worse." Parents are alienated, frightened, and uninformed of their rights.
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Not only do students and parents experience a sense of disempowerment,
but teachers frequently disparage the
hierarchical and "encrusted" structure
of their school. Researchers from
Teachers College surveyed the faculty
of this school and found that "approximately two out of three teachers felt
that there was little interest shown in
their classroom work either by staff or
administrators." 10 What is the impact
of teacher disempowerment on education and on students? In another study,
170 teachers and counselors were surveyed about their perceived institutional ~ower and their views of students. 1 A significant relationship was
found between educators who felt disempowered: "No one around here listens to me" and "school policy doesn't
reflect what I think"; and those who
disparaged students: "These students
are bad kids" and "these students can't
be helped." The "causal" direction of
this relationship remains unclear, and
is probably bi-directional. But this finding, in concert with the growing literature on worker collectives, participatory
management,
and
soci,.1/
psychological outcomes, 12 suggests
that empowered teachers may be more
likely to view students holistically, . optimistically,
and compassionately,
whereas disempowered teachers may
be more likely to disparage, discredit,
and further disempower their students.
Teachers who feel they don't have a
voice in a school and are not involved
in decision making, planning, and policy setting may also be more likely to
enforce high control, heavy lecture,
teacher-dependent, and passive student
classes. From classroom observations
it is obvious that, while there are many
exceptions, the "typical" student
spends much of a day recording notes
(or not recording notes) written on
blackboards, listening (or not) to
teachers' versions of truth, copying Instructional Objectives that often have
little to do with classroom practice, and
in silence. The silent student, often a
girl who says nothing for eight hours
a day, is rarely identified as a problem.
Working in an overcrowded, undersupported, and understaffed classroom
may promote a situation in which the
adolescent who never speaks is merely
seen as one less problem.
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Another condition facing this school,
although not unique to it, is the obvious
lack of Black faculty : six or seven out
of over 120 teachers in this school. This
situation contrasts poorly with cities
such as Philadelphia, which recently
mandated that high schools have a
minimum of 21 . 3 percent and a
maximum of 35.5 percent Black
teachers. 13
The absence of Black teachers not
only limits role models for Black teens,
reinforces students' and adults' beliefs
in race-stratified organizations, and reproduces
prevailing
social
and
economic inequalities. The lack of
Black teachers also inhibits those much
needed classroom conversations about
social inequities. A belief prevails, predominantly among white teachers, that
not having a conversation with students
about racism can be empowering.
Black and Hispanic students are assumed to be unaware of the experience
·and effects of racism, sexism, and
classism on their lives, and they are
assumed better off for their ignorance.
Certainly not all Black teachers believe that a critique of class, race, and
gender arrangements belongs in the
classroom. But while a white teacher
explained, "I won't talk about racism
or unemployment because it demoralizes the students," Black teachers
and paraprofessionals routinely mentioned the racism felt on their jobsobvious in curricular topics selected
and rejected, and overhead in lunchroom conversations about "those students and their families."

THE STUDENTS' RESPONSES
Students leave high school before
graduation for myriad reasons. According to the national survey of graduates
and dropouts conducted by the National
Center for Educational Statistics, the
primary reason was "school was not
for me" (34.8 percent of males and 31.1
percent of females, selected from
among nonexclusive categories). "Poor
grades" was a close second (35.9 percent for males, 29. 7 percent for
females). Males said they were offered
a job or chose to work (26.9 percent),
didn't get along with teachers (20.6
percent), or were expelled/suspended
(13.0 percent). 14 In New York State,
23. 9 percent of all students are Black,

While a white teacher
explained, "I won't talk
about racism or
unemployment because it
demoralizes the
students," Black teachers
and paraprofessionals
routinely mentioned the
racism felt on their jobs.
while 36. l percent of expelled students
and 34.2 percent of suspended students
are Black .
Females in large numbers claimed
they were getting married (30. 7 percent) or were pregnant (23.4 percent).
National estimates indicate that almost
half of females drop out because of pregnancy, 85 percent of teen mothers vs.
8 percent of childless girls drop out,
and self-identified adolescent fathers
under the age of 18 are 40 percent more
likely than their nonparenting counterparts to drop out. 15 A Yale study of
high school students and dropouts indicates tha, 67 percent of teens who got
pregnant and then married were pregnant again within 26 months, and fared
worse educationally and economically
than teens who got pregnant and didn't
marry (who had a 39 percent second
pregnancy rate). 16
Through interviews with dropouts at
this school, their claims for leaving
high school appear comparable to the
national data . More frequently mentioned by the New York City group are
situations in which students leave
school in order to assist their families.
These students come from lower-income and working-class households.
Many exist on public assistance that
dwindled from 91 percent of the poverty threshold in 1974 to 67 percent in
1981. 17
Many of these adolescents have to
work full time, sometimes as the sole
or primary bread winner in their household. Others leave school because they
and/or a family member is ill or needs
nurturing, linguistic, or social service
attention. The "good daughter" (or son,
if he is an only child or grandchild)
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may leave school because of overwhelming family pressures. Staying in
high school would have been "selfish,"
one girl reminded me. "My mother
passed and I was 16 with little brothers
and sisters. I couldn't stay."
While health, social, and economic
concerns are severe, compelling, and
deserve policy attention, adolescents
also report pedagogical and schoolbased factors as reasons for leaving
high school. The ways in which the
curriculum is structured, knowledge is
valued, and classroom practice is implemented affect students' commitment
to schools. The dropouts, in interviews,
express a strong commitment to education but voice an equally powerful
critique of schooling as practiced. For
one, their lives and experiences are
basically exempt for the mainstream
curriculum and excluded from what is
considered valued classroom knowledge.
Adolescents respond to and reflect
on this hegemonic curriculum in varied
ways. Some are critical. Cheray remarked on the knowledge delivered and
the attitudes conveyed: "We learned
Columbus Avenue stuff and I got to
translate it into Harlem. They think
livin' up here is unsafe and our lives
are so bad." Tony questioned the modes
of teaching as he provocatively
explained, "I never got math when I
was in school. Then I started sellin'
dope and runnin' numbers and I picked
it up right away. They should teach the
way it matters."
Alicia was less critical and more accepting of school knowledge as standard and distinct from what she knows:
"I'm wise, not smart. I knows what
people are thinkin' and what's goin'
down, but not what he be talkin' about
in history." Others internalize a personal inability to grasp school-based
knowledge. After two months out of
school, Monique admits, somewhat
embarrassed, 'Tm scared to go out
lookin' for a job. They be usin' words
in the interview that I don't know. I
can't be askin' them for a dictionary.
It's like in school. You ask and you
feel .like a dummy."
Dropouts describe classrooms as
many observers would. Classrooms are
more often than not organized around
control, "Nathaniel, take off your hat,"
FALL 1985

than around conversation; more often
around the authority of the teacher than
the autonomy and creativity of the students. As John Goodlad found in his
comprehensive analysis of classroom
practice, 70 percent of class-based time
was spent on teacher to student talk, 5
percent to create response, and less than
1 percent to generate an open student
response. 18
Classrooms are also designed around
student competition rather than collaboration. It has been interesting to observe that while teachers usually try to
structure a competitive or individualistic context, students more often organize · themselves cooperatively or
position themselves as a group against
the teacher. In class students, would
support each other, offer each other answers, and share homework. They
would
sometimes
spontaneously
applaud-if somewhat sarcasticallyfor the student who correctly answered
a teacher's question. They would conspire in activities of resistance and general classroom participation. Teachers
usually read student cooperation of any
sort as cheating. Clearly there was
cheating, but students talking to each
other in the back of the room were
routinely questioned, "What are you
two doing, cheating?" The lower the
presumed skill level the more frequent
were accusations of cheating and struggles around control, and teachers' authority predominated. And the higher
dropout rate.
THE DISCHARGE PROCESS
Beyond the structure of this school, its
pedagogy, and classroom teaching,
another school practice most directly
contributes to the high dropout rate.
Students in New York City, when they
reach age 17, can be discharged from
school and are, in large numbers. Some
are actively discharged because of a history of"chronic cutting," mouthing off,
wearing a coat in class one time too
many, or being in the wrong place at
the wrong time. Most are passively discharged. Absent for over 20 days, students over age 17 receive a letter indicating that they will be discharged unless they and a parent/guardian comes
to the building. Students who don't
show up are then discharged. Some
who come in are re-enrolled. Many are

Dropouts' lives and
experiences are basically
exempt from the
mainstream curriculum
and excluded from what is
considered valued
classroom knowledge.
encouraged to consider alternatives to
public day school.
There persists a pervasive commitment to ridding the school of "difficult
students," as soon as they can be released legally. Data provided by the
New York City Board of Education
confirm that this school has higher than
average rates of discharging students
at age 17, when a student can be discharged as "overage." In 1982-1983,
48 percent of the students discharged
from this school left at age 17 compared
to 32 percent citywide; 30 percent of
the females and 34 percent of the males
were discharged from this school during their ninth year, as compared to 19
percent and 18 percent, respectively,
for the city. 19 The same pattern holds
for 1983-1984. Citywide, 70 percent
of discharges from day high schools
were c:11_t_alogued
as "over 17, '' whereas
for this school this figure reached 85
percent.
But even the discharge process is rife
with the contradiction between trying
to cleanse the school and trying to assist
the now-exiled adolescent to col)sider
her/his alternatives. The emotional
labor of the school splits between discipline and purging versus care and
supporting. Discipline is the dominant
ethos, enacted largely by men in their
roles as administrators, guards, and
deans. Care is primarily the preserve
of a small group of women. And the
"we are a family" metaphor pervades
public discourse, especially when parents are being addressed.
Confused by this seeming contradiction, I met with a group of 15 deans,
administrators, and guidance counselors, the principal and his assistants,
to share my observations of the discharge process. The administrator for
attendance agreed with my observation
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.that students are routinely discharged,
after 20 days of consecutive absence,
required letters, and phone calls to their
homes. "That's what the Board requires
us to do." The fact that a school can
discharge a student at 17 has turned
into a should . Another administrator
explained angrily and with some frustration, "We can only save a few with
the resources we have. Is it worth
spending a lot of time, energy, and
money on one kid who is out on the
streets, who we can't even find, instead
of the kids who are here?" Finally one
of the guidance counselors, the only
Black woman in the room, said softly,
"Michelle's right. We do throw these
kids out and I'm worried about it." As
another guidance counselor rose to support the first, three men's arms went
up, all deans. They justified why the
school needs to get rid of these kids,
why these kids need a different environment, and questioned the validity of
the counselor's perceptions·;---The administrator in charge of guidance then mediated. She offered a
most provocative analysis. "Years ago,
when I worked in the attendance office,
our job was to get rid of those kids who
were on the register but not in school.
We cleared the register. Then I moved
to the dean's office and my job was to
get kids who were troublesome out of
the school. Now I'm in charge of guidance and we're supposed to be helping
these same students. I think we're
working across purposes within the
school ." Her perspective captures well
the schizophrenic division of emotional
labor that produces large numbers of
"dropouts" with no one adult appearing
responsible for the purge, only responsible to the security of the school.
One way for these administrators,
teachers, and counselors to "help" was
to suggest "alternatives" to a high
school degree, including the military,
private business schools, and/or GED
programs . Routinely recommended to
these working-class and low-income
students, it is hard to imagine these
same programs being suggested to a
middle-class adolescent. Commonly
accepted assumptions about the limited
life chances of this group enabled these
"alternatives" to be offered unself-consciously.
Race and class biases notwithstand48

ing, each of these presumed alternatives poses serious problems for these
youths. For example, nearfy 50 percent
of high school dropouts who entered
the military in I 981 were not expected
to complete their first tour of duty, according to Army projections . "Among
those without high school diplomas, 46
percent of the men and 63 percent of
the women will be discharged early. " 20
Also the private business schools in
New York were recently investigated
by the New York State Education Department that found unethical practices
such as the fact that more than 70 percent of the Tuition Assistance Program
recipients fail to complete their programs of study, inappropriate recruitment and entrance procedures, and unfulfilled promises of jobs at the conclusion of the training period. These business schools generate more revenue
when students fail to pursue their pro§ram than when they complete them. 1
Lastly, students are often counseled
into GED programs but never informed
that New York State has the lowest
GED pass rate in the country at 48 .5
percent. 22
When a student who is 17 and in the
ninth grade shows up in the guidance
or attendance office, it is hard to know

what fair and good advice would look
like. Especially because the student
has, in all likelihood , been held back
because of extensive truancy and/or
cutting . The administrator responsible
for what to do next often feels trapped.
But even alternative high schools with
demonstrated success are rarely recommended. 23 Instead , the military, business school, or GED routes are
suggested routinely, uncritically, and
often with some enthusiasm . Never
have I heard a student informed of her
or his right to a public shool education
through the age of 21, a right protected
by New York State Education Law.
Within this context, coercive discharges are all but unnecessary. Many
of these adolescents see little economic
promise in a high school degree, most
do not enjoy the experience of a participatory and expansive education, and
many have had their sense of entitlement to a better life and their sense of
curiosity and vision long suffocated.
STEMMING THE TIDE
OF DROPOUTS
Witnessing' the policies and practices
of public education in this school, it is
easy to conclude that neither the state
nor many within the education system
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want to do anything but perpetuate
existing class, race, and gender arrangements. Denying these youths their
due education and appropriate credentials virtually condemns them to lives
of poverty, unemployment, crime, and
multiple pregnancies. It is no coincidence that the students who most desperately need the skills of critical thinking, the experience of intellectual and
social empowerment , and the credentials of educational completion are the
very students being denied access.
With city unemployment rates as
high as they are, combined with the
rapid loss of jobs in manufacturing and
recent influx of immigrants, the corporate sector of New York City has no
obvious self-interest in keeping these
high-risk students in school. With educational monies allocated on the basis
of the number of courses students take,
schools have no obvious investment in
retaining or bringing back students who
have had some difficulty in academic
ability or commitment to education as
currently practiced in schools . And
with the federal government and national reform movements pushing for
"excellence," recent recommendations
are likely to swell not diminish the
ranks of adolescents who leave high
school without a diploma.
If a concerted effort were mobilized
to decrease the number of potential
dropouts and bring back dropouts, educational practitioners, theorists, and advocates would know what to do. But
before these possibililities are considered, it is important to heed the lessons
of history as recalled by Michael Katz:
"we should at long last stop relying on
the schools for social reform. Crime,
poverty, inequality, alienation, and
other social problems are rooted in social and economic structure . They will
be solved, if solved at all, through an
attack on their origins , which will mean
a redistribution of power and resources .
They will not be eliminated, or seriously alleviated, in the schools, which
cannot be expected to do more than
reflect the social structure in which they
exist." 24
Black and Hispanic low-income and
working-class students in New York
City are not likely to stay in school if
they see no "payoffs": "a very large
fraction of the city's Black and HisFALL 1985

panic teenage population has withdrawn from the labor market. There are
undoubtedly many reasons for this,
among them the perception that halfway suitable employment opportunities
are simply not available in sufficient
numbers to make it worth one's while
to make the effort, even though the alternative options of scratching by on a
combination of welfare, illegal, and
off-the-books activities are bleaker
still. "25
School reforms designed to reduce
dropout rates must, therefore, be developed and implemented in tandem
with efforts to improve the overall life
conditions of working-class and lowincome people in a community. School
reforms must be developed along with
policies for jobs programs, housiilg improvements, provision of child care,
social and health services, as well as a
commitment to affirmative action
policies and enforcement of antidiscrimination laws.
In such a context, school-based reforms are not only essential, but effective ones are possible. The health and
social needs of students must be addressed, and this is beginning to happen in
a number of sites. Case management
of students' "personal" problems is
being introduced in many schools.
More educationally and socially meaningful strategies could be developed so
that students work collaboratively as~
peer case managers to provide support,
investigate available resources in their
communities, and agitate for improvements and expansion of existing resources.
Another educational innovation
rapidly gaining popularity is the schoolbased health clinic. 26 These clinics are
being established to serve the physical
and mental well-being of students, as
well as offer contraception and abortion
services to teens. The success of a
school-based health clinic in St. Paul
has been most encouraging . Across
seven years, this clinic , located inside
a public school, helped to reduce teen
pregnancy rates by 50 percent.
Concurrent to the provision of contraception and abortion information/
services is the need for school-based
child care for teen mothers and fathers .
Growing research indicates that the
provision of child care along with edu-

Curricula rooted in the
experiences of students
can generate energy
rather than resistance.
cational and jobs programs can reduce
the likelihood of a second pregnancy
for teenagers. 27
Services for students are necessary
but not sufficient to enhance attendance
and retention rates. There must be a
reason for corning to school. The organizational structures of schools, the
pedagogical practices, and the school's
policies vis a vis discharging students
should be re-examined. Drawing on the
literature from worker collectives,
strategies for enhancing teachers' ,
paraprofessionals' , aides' , parents' ,
students' input into school policies and
practices can reduce the sense of isolation and estrangement and facilitate an
environment that nurtures intellectual
curiosity, initiative, and creativity.
Teachers, parents and students need opportunities to create and to critique.
Modified pedagogies that value
creativity, innovation, and collective
work have been demonstrated effective
in both the transfer of knowledge and
in promoting social relations across
race, gender, and class lines. 28 . Curricula rooted in the experiences of students can generate energy rather than
resistance. Classroom discussions that
examine social arrangements critically
can be empowering and further education's role as a source of social commentary and critical thinking. 29 •
Alternative schools appear to be relatively successful with hard to reach
students, in particular because they are
small. 30 According to the Public Education Association report, alternative
schools retain even high-risk students
if they feel they belong, have access to
a curriculum grounded in their lives,
receive personal counseling, are encouraged to participate in class discussions, involved in school administration and evaluations, and feel like a
member of a community.
Students can be a part of minischools within larger schools so that
they don't feel anonymous; so that hid-
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ing in a sea of faces in the lunchroom
would mean missing something and
being missed. Teachers and other staff
need to be compensated for time to assist with homework , counseling, even
conduct independent studies , not just
reimbursed on the basis of five courses
per day.

CONCLUSION
I began studying high school dropouts
while working on an evaluation research project in the South Bronx . By
the post-test, 30 percent of the students
had dropped out. Using the pretest data,
those who had dropped out were compared with those who were still in
school.
<;ompared to the students still in
school, dropouts were less depressed
as measured by Beck's Depression Inventory , more likely to say their problems are about racism, poverty, and
their personality . Dropouts were also
more likely to say: "If a teacher gave
me a B and I deserved an A, I would
'do something about it,' 'talk to her,'
'demand the A"'; students still in
school were more likely to say: "I
would do nothing" or "teachers are always right." 31
That was in 1982. This year strong
voices of critique, resistance, and pride
were documented in my study. Adole scents don 't like to be treated as though
they are stupid, incompetent, not worth
listening to. Some resent it, some ignore it, and others believe it. The wave
of students who drop out, I would still
maintain, needs to be considered a
symptom of social resistance. But dropouts themselves do not necessarily articulate or even conceptualize a sophisticated critique of schooling and labormarket arrangements. While for some
the motivation to leave is autonomy and
critique, for others it is merely a sense
of helplessness and rejection .
Either way the consequences of leaving high school without a diploma are
usually devastating and result in the
worst of social reproduction: exacerbated class, race, and gender stratification, which then appears to be the outcome of a personal "choice" to leave
high school early . It is true that some
adolescents, upon leaving high school
without a degree, get their lives in
order-taking and passing the GED,
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going to college, entering the police
academy, or getting another job . But
most don't. Dropouts are more likely
to be in prison, to have multiple pregnancies and children, to be on welfare ,
unemployed , or in dead-end jobs than
high school graduates. This is particul ary true for girls: a diploma means the
difference between being a domestic
and being a clerical worker.
With few jobs available and with
fewer job-training programs, Black and
Hispanic adolescent s in and out of
school will continue to question the
value of a high school diploma. Without an engaging pedagogy, one which
liberates as it coaches , informs as it
incites, students will continue to feel
bored and uninterested in attending an
institution in which they don't feel very
good about themselves. And without
knowledge of their legal rights , students and parents will continue to feel
alienated from the one institution that
promises to offer a way out of poverty
but which more often than not insures
lives of impoverishment.
And so, a contradiction lingers in the
minds of many of these youths, students and dropouts alike. The contradiction is best captured by Ronald
who at age 18 is in 10th grade, himself
a likely candidate for dropping out . He
turned to me, during his remedial reading class, and explained: "You know
why I stay in school? Cause every
morning I see this guy, the same drunk
in the subway station . And I think 'not
me . I'm stayin ' in school. ' But then I
think 'I bet he has a high school degree . '" ■
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